
This book celebrates the special relationship between a father and son and portrays a boy’s struggle to make a name for himself in the world.


This book shares the story of a grandson and grandfather’s connection across time and distance.


This story highlights bedtime rituals shared by a young girl and her father.


This book explores the themes of love, separation, hope, and resilience as a young boy tells the story of his father’s influence and dream for him.


This book is written from the perspective of a young boy who shares his perception of his family, including his father who makes the best spaghetti.


This book tells the narrative of a young boy whose parents are divorced and describes the special time they spend together during his father’s visits.
Handout: Children’s Booklist Focusing on Men and Fathers


This story shares how two male penguins create a family with help from a zookeeper.


Colorful photographs throughout this book show diverse grandparents sharing special times with their grandchildren.


This book offers varying representations of families and caregivers.


Twelve poems within this book show the significance of relationships between fathers, children, and grandchildren.


This book tells the story of a young girl and her father’s trip to the laundromat with her special stuffed bunny.
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